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Fwd: Payments to the Collette charities in Pawtucket, Rhode Island
March 04, 2016 at 10:26 AM
From VIVIAN KRAUSE
To Ross McMillan
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Mr. McMillian,
Would it be possible for you to confirm that you have, indeed, received this email?
I would greatly appreciate it if you would please let me know if you intend to reply.
In advance, thank you for taking time to consider my questions.
Sincerely,
Vivian Krause
604.618.8110
Begin forwarded message:
From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>
Date: March 1, 2016 at 12:17:07 PST
To: Ross McMillan <ross.mcmillan@tidescanada.org>
Subject: Payments to the Collette charities in Pawtucket, Rhode Island
Mr. McMillan,
As you are aware from my earlier correspondence, in November of 2013, a series of covering letters on payments made by the Tides Foundation came to my
attention. Two of these covering letters were for payments, to the Collette Foundation and the Alice I. Sullivan Foundation, both based in Pawtucket, Rhode
Island. The total for these two payments is $278,000. Both payments were made on the recommendation of Tides Canada Foundation's Collette Foundation
Charitable Fund. For your reference, I have attached excerpts of these two covering letters.
Canadian tax returns show that since 2011, Tides Canada Foundation has been granted $2.5 million from Collette Foundation Canada. Over the same years,
U.S. tax returns show that the Tides Foundation in San Francisco paid the equivalent of roughly $2 million to the Collette charities in Pawtucket.
My questions are:
1) How has Tides Canada Foundation spent the $2.5 million that it received from Collette Foundation Canada between 2010 and 2014? How much of that $2.5
million was paid to the Collette charities in Pawtucket, Rhode Island, via the Tides Foundation?
2) For what purpose did Tides Canada Foundation recommend granting US$278,000 to the Collette charities in Pawtucket? Why would Collette Foundation
Canada choose to fund its sister charities in Pawtucket indirectly through Tides Canada Foundation and the U.S. Tides Foundation, rather than directly?
3) Does Tides Canada Foundation charge a fee for processing payments such as the $278,000 paid to the Collette charities in 2013? I notice from your fee
schedule that for Legacy Funds, Tides Canada charges 1.75% on the first $500,000 and 1% on the remainder. Were these fees charged to Collette Foundation
Canada?
Overall, it looks to me as if Tides Canada Foundation has acted as a conduit to the Collette charities in Pawtucket and that since neither in The Tides Foundation
nor the Collette charities are qualified donees, this is a violation of the Income Tax Act. If I have the wrong interpretation, please let me know. If I don't hear back
from you during the course of this week, I will assume that you do not dispute any of the facts presented here, nor my interpretation.
Please do not hesitate to call me if you would be willing to explain any of this. At your convenience, you can reach me at 604.618.8110.
Sincerely,
Vivian Krause
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Begin forwarded message:
From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>
Date: February 29, 2016 4:55:12 PM
To: Ross McMillan <ross.mcmillan@tidescanada.org>
Cc: Alison.Henning@tidescanada.org
Subject: CRA audit of Tides Canada
Mr. McMillan,
I am writing once again to inquire about the results of the CRA's audit of Tides Canada.
My guess is that Tides Canada was audited and informed by the CRA that the CRA intends to revoke the status of Tides Canada because of what the CRA
refers to as "acting as a conduit," (lack of sufficient direction and control of the charity’s resources, and/or gifting to an organization that is not a qualified
donee).
As a case in point, I would guess that the CRA objected to the manner in which Tides Canada and the U.S. Tides Foundation have transferred funds from
Collette Foundation Canada to the Collette charities in Pawtucket, Rhode Island. Correct?
Sincerely,
Vivian Krause
604.618.8110
Begin forwarded message:
From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>
Date: June 03, 2015 3:41:41 PM
To: Alison Henning <Alison.Henning@tidescanada.org>
Cc: Ross McMillan <ross.mcmillan@tidescanada.org>
Subject: CRA audit of Tides Canada
Ms. Henning,
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Thank you for taking time to reply. However, I note that you have not answered my question.
Tides Canada has made it a matter of public record that it has been under audit by the Canada Revenue Agency.
My question, as I said below, is whether the CRA's audit of Tides Canada - for whatever reason - now been completed. Or is it still ongoing?
Sincerely,
Vivian Krause
On Jun 03, 2015, at 04:10 PM, Alison Henning <Alison.Henning@tidescanada.org> wrote:
Ms. Krause,
Tides Canada has never been subject to a political activities audit by the CRA.
Sincerely,
Alison Henning
ALISON HENNING / alison.henning@tidescanada.org
Communications and Marketing Manager
Tides Canada
604.647.6644 / 1.866.843.3722 ext. 4952
Twitter / Facebook / LinkedIn
Uncommon Solutions. Common Good.
www.tidescanada.org

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>
Date: June 1, 2015 at 19:55:35 PDT
To: Ross McMillan <ross.mcmillan@tidescanada.org>
Subject: CRA audit of Tides Canada
Mr. MacMillan,
The CRA announced recently that it has completed audits of the political activity of 21 charities and that it has sent letters to these charities:
http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/chrts-gvng/chrts/bt/chrtsprgrm_pdt-2015-eng.html According to this bulletin from the CRA, five charities have been sent
letters saying that the CRA intends to revoke charitable status.
The CRA reports, "The audits revealed several other serious non-compliance issues, beyond those related to political activities." These include:
- delivery of an undue benefit to a person involved with the charity
- lack of sufficient direction and control of the charity’s resources
- gifting to an organization that is not a qualified donee
May I ask, has the audit of Tides Canada now been completed? If so, what are the results?
Sincerely,
Vivian Krause
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